
2. "Today the United States offered assistance to the moderate factions in Afghanistan, which comprise the Northern Alliance. The Alliance is expected to establish links to Zahir Shah, the distinguished former king of Afghanistan."

3. "The effect of the napalm, once it reaches the ground, is to establish a generalized high temperature burring effect, thus clearing the area of enemy activity."

4. "Osama Bin Laden is a ruthless leader, who countenances no opposition from subordinates, according to interviews with a range of people who have known him. Overall, he is an unsavory figure. There is no definitive proof that he suffers from syphilis, although it remains possible that he does suffer from syphilis."

5. "While freely conceding that the Soviet regime exhibits certain features which the humanitarian may be inclined to deplore, we must, I think, agree that a certain curtailment of the right to political opposition is an unavoidable concomitant of transitional periods, and that the rigors which the Russian people have been called upon to undergo have been amply justified in the sphere of concrete achievement." [Taken from Orwell, "Politics and the English Language."]

6. "The Northern Alliance of Afghanistan, despite mixed reviews by Human Rights Watch, is composed of humane, decent Afghans. They seek to undo the brutality and oppressiveness of the Taliban's rule."

7. "Our fight against Al Quaida is a fight of good against evil, liberty against oppression, and reason against brutality."

8. "The bifurcation of society into reified hierarchies tends to be correlated with the dialectical processes of transformation, denial, aril problematization."

9. "During the Cold War, the United States supported heroic Afghan freedom fighters - but never the terrorists who make up Osama Bin Laden's organization, or the Taliban."

10. "It is true that I had a C average in college and frequently misuse words. But the people of this country don’t want some intellectual élitist as president. Accordingly, I am the best candidate to serve the people’s needs."

11. Page 1 of the New York Times: "The U.S. government today denied that the CIA has ever been involved either directly or indirectly, in fostering the trafficking of heroin." Page 29 of the New York Times: "A congressional analysis of declassified government documents shows conclusively that the CIA had at least some complicity in heroin trafficking."
"The people of Afghanistan are known for the tough, manly traditions. They are determined warriors and decisive leaders."